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Tutor Report Form 
 

Student name:  Keith Greenough 
Student number:  416177 
Course/Module title: PH3: Advanced 
Assignment number: 3: I am an Ironman 
 
SUMMARY OF TELEPHONE FEEDBACK 
 
Another very strong and rigorous (!) body of work.  
 
In its current form it feels fairly well resolved, however, there are 
other possible modes of presentation to consider / experiment with 
further: i) slideshow as alternative means to the grid to suggest the 
repetition and ii) consider blending all the (appropriate) images to 
homogenize and therefore disrupt the pose. 
 
Revealing the self-portrait mode is important consideration. Shutter 
release, perhaps? [Answer: “no”!]  
 
Use of text/caption is major consideration: extracts from your diary is 
perhaps too subjective and leads the viewer too much. It seems 
contrary to the objective to attempt to obliterate the pose: you are 
already featuring your image – your own text as well may be too 
much, and leave very little room for the viewer. 
 
Can you use something more objective / ‘factual’, i.e. your final heart 
rate, or (as you said) a description of the workout? 
 
Technical points: mix of lighting has meant slightly inconsistent 
results, although this is being very, very pedantic! Time between 
recovery and capture is a bit problematic: would a more make-shift 
‘studio’ be more appropriate? 
 
You don’t look that exhausted! This is interesting and your objective 
(not mentioned in your artists’ statement) to dispel some of the 
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heroic/glorified imagery surrounding the activity is, for want of a 
better word, worthy. This needs to be better referenced though: could 
these be displayed alongside more stereotyped (appropriated) 
imagery? 
 
Your ongoing attempt to disarm the pose is very interesting and this 
theme is strong throughout your work. Keep experimenting with 
different approaches. 
 
See Bettina von Zwehl’s series Alina (2004) when she photographed 
subjects in a black room whilst listening to music, so they were less 
aware of the photographer. 
 
Certainly experiment with AV presentations for this work and future 
works, in addition to the book format. A projection on the wall of your 
urban artists work could make a good reference point. 
 
The multiple portrait / long-exposure idea sounds exciting and worth 
experimenting with more. 
 
I await your Ass. 5 ahead of no. 4 (for practical reasons).  
 
Structuring your text around Barthes’s four image repertoire could be 
an exciting as well as practical way to approach your text. 
 
Thank you for another strong body of work. 
 
Please update your scheme-of-work / contract and send a copy to 
me when you can. 
 
 

Tutor name:  Jesse Alexander 
Date:  06.09.12 
Next assignment due: end October 

 


